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ABSTRACT 
Cavaretta et al. [l] had shown that in some special cases of polynomials of 
lacunary interpolation in the roots of unity, the analogue of a theorem of Walsh is 
valid. They offered a conjecture in the case of (0, m,, . . . ,m,_ 1) interpolation in the n 
roots of unity. The objective here is to prove the conjecture and to prove a similar 
result in the case of Bperiodic lacunary interpolation on 2n roots of unity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A, denote the class of functions analytic in 1 z I< p ( p > 1). For a given 
f E A,,, let p,,_ r( z; f) denote the Lagrange interpolation to fin the n roots of 
unity, and let P, _ 1( z; f) denote the Taylor polynomial of degree n - 1 for f 
about the origin. A beautiful theorem of Walsh [6] asserts that 
lim ._,[~,_,(z;f)-P,_,(x;f)]=Ofor)zl<~~andthatthisconvergenceis 
uniform and geometric on compact subsets of 1 z1< p”. Recently there has 
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been considerable interest in this theorem and its various extensions [l, 51. 
Here we are interested in its relation to the H-B problem of (0, m,, . . . , m,_ 1) 
interpolation in the n roots of unity where {mix-’ are any nonnegative 
integers with 0 = ma < m, i - * - < m,_,. It was shown [2,4] that if mk Q kn 
(k = O,l,..., s - l), then the problem is regular (i.e., has a unique solution). If 
f(z)=~~uyzy, let Bns_l,O(~;f)=~~S-luy~Y and let b,,_,(z;f) denote the 
unique polynomial of (0, m,, . . . , m,_ 1) interpolation in n roots of unity. If 
g,,,(z)= Zv+(j+s-l)n (j- 1,2 ,... ), set 
n-l 
Bsn-l, jtz; f) = C uv+(j+s-l)nbsn-l(Z; gv, j)' 
v=O 
Cavaretta et al. [l] offered the following conjecture: 
CONJECTURE. For any fin A, and for each positive integer I, 
[ 
l-l 
lh b~,-l(~;f)- C Bsn-l,j(z;f) =O I (1.2) n+co j-0 
for 121 <p l+(“‘) the convergence being uniform and geometric for all z with 
121 d 2 <p l*l/‘;. Moreover the result (1.2) is best possible. 
This conjecture was based on some special cases treated, viz., the H-B 
problem of (0, 1, . . . , r-l), (O,m), (0,2,3), and (O,l,..., r-2,r+m-2) 
interpolation. The main difficulty in the proof of the conjecture in the general 
case derives from the difficulty of writing the polynomial b,,_ i( z; f) in the 
form (l/2ai)lrf(t)K(t, z)dt and of the finding the explicit form of the 
kernel. In the special cases treated, this difficulty was bypassed by adopting a 
different approach. 
The existence and uniqueness question for a more general H-B interpola- 
tion on roots of unity was recently solved in [3]. If w is a primitive 2mroot of 
unity, let 1, ~a,. . . , dnm2 be the n roots of unity and let w, w3,. . . , u2n-1 be the 
nrootsof -l.LetO=mo<m,<~~~ cm,l_,andO<6zo<~~~ <+&_,be 
two sets of integers, with s = si + ss. It was shown in [33 that if {mj> and {6’+} 
satisfy a suitable Polya condition [see (5.1) below], there is a unique poly- 
nomial of degree m - 1 which interpolates at the n roots of unity in the 
(O,m,,..., m,,_l) sense and at the n roots of -1 in the (fio,fil,...,fiSp_i) 
sense. 
Following the terminology in [3], we shall call this the 2periodic case of 
lacunary interpolation on the 2n roots of unity. We observe that the condi- 
aq paau pys aM *( tf)‘!y Lq s.Io4m3oa sir pm (tt)‘!v Xq (n)~ 30 sJuaur 
-aIa aq a4ouap saurllauros ~@qs aM *(I+ u1 - n) . . . (1 - n)n = “(n) alaqh 
wz> 
I”“(u(I-s)+n) . . . ‘-Qqu+n) l-yn) 
j ‘“(u(ps)+n) *** 
\ I ... I I 
:Ianbas atp UT aIol SuFpeaI t? &Id w $m?u!ma$ap %u~o~o3 au 
= (^)“Ja = (~)J% 
‘Z 
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M(v) is positive. Also 
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1 _--_=n-(ml+...+~~)[g(v)+O( ;)I 
M(v) 
as n-00, (2.2) 
where g(v) is bounded and decreasing for 0 d v d n. 
Set 
1 s-l 
‘hb k, = M@) Al,h+l Cv)+ C tv+ h)m,Aj+l,h+l(V) j_l
It is easy to see that A,(v, k) is the ratio of two determinants. If 
Ogk~s-1, then A,(v,k)=O or 1 according as k * X or k = A. For k > s, 
the determinant in the numerator does not vanish, and, using a modified 
version of Lemma 1, we see that it is of the same order as the denominator. 
Thus, A,(v, k), k > s, does not vanish and is bounded by a constant as 
n+oO. 
LEMMA 2. The unique polynomiul q,,,(t, z) of degree n - 1 such that 
m 
qm(t,w”)=ml (t _LJrn+’ z_ok, 
1 
k =o,L...,n - 1, 
is given explicitly by 
Proof. A little manipulation shows that 
9m(h4=(-l)"$ (tnyl;(;;., + 
[ 
pyyp-m-pm) 1 (t”-1)(t-2) ’ 
(2.4) 
which is easily seen to be a polynomiai of degree n - 1. From this we get (2.4) 
by differentiation. w 
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We note, for future use, the following identity which is easy to verify: 
3. THE KERNEL K(t, z) 
We shall determine the kernel K(t, z) which is a polynomial of degree 
ns - 1 and satisfies the conditions 
(k=O,l,...,n-1, v=O,m,,...,m,_,). (3.1) 
We shall prove 
PROPOSITION 1. The kemd K(t, z) is given by 
s-l 
zqt, 2)’ c A-gx), pm E %-11 
x=0 
where 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
and &(v, k) is given by (2.3). 
Proof It is easy to verify that 
where D = d/dz and 
(3.4) 
Gj,hn(D) = ; ( ~)(hn)pzm~-PD"~-P, O< j,X < Q. (3.5) 
p-0 
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From (3.1), (3.2), (3.4), and (3.5) we obtain the following system of differen- 
tial equations determining Ph( n): 
(3.6) 
s-l 
C G,,n(Z’)Z’A(z) = ( - l)m’v~o dtm, 
x-o 
Noting that an application of the Leibnitz rule yields Gj.,,(D)z’ = (V + 
Xn)mjzy, and appealing to the elementary theory of differential equations, we 
can derive (3.3) from (3.6) and the identity (2.5). a 
REMARK 1. Recalling the fact that 
the relations (3.2) and (3.3) imply that 
where 
s-1 
q(t, 2) = c zhnR&, z), 
h-0 
with 
(3.6) 
(3*9) 
4. PROOF OF THE CONJECTURE 
Let gy,l(.z)=2Y+(j+s-1)n (v=O,l,..., fl; j=1,2 ,... ). The polynomial 
b,,._ r( z; g,, j) is easily determined by the method used above. We set 
(4.1) 
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where the polynomials Qx( z; I, j) E T,, _ 1 and are governed by the following 
set of differential equations: 
s-l 
AgoQA(? Y¶ j> = z”, 
(4.2) 
s-l 
c G,,,,(D)Q,(z;v,j)=(v+(j+s-l)n),Dz” (p=1,2,...,s-1). 
A=0 
Hence we have 
so that 
We can now find the polynomials Bsn_ 1, j( z; f). For j= 0, we have 
m-1 
B s”-l,O(~; f) = c qy = -A- 
0 
2ri/rg(l-$+t. (4.4) 
For j> 1, we have 
n-l 
B sn-l,j(Z;f)= C a v+(j+s-l)nbsn-l(Z; gv,j> 
v=o 
(4.5) 
where 
“-1 
’ qt, z) = - c t.-.-$$ zx”A,(v j+ s _ 1). 
t(s+jpl V-O > (4.6) 
x=0 
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From (3.7), (4.4), and (4.5), we see that 
1-l 
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1 
/A )[ 
z-1 
=- 
2ni r t K,(t,z)- c Kj*(t,z) dt j=l 1 
s-l 
1_l c z”‘A&; j+s-1) 
- c ‘=’ tfs+nn dt 
j=l 
I 
Since Ah(v, k) is bounded as n --, 00 for each fixed X, v, k, and A,(v, s + E) * 0, 
it follows that the above difference tends to zero when (z 1.~ p’ +(l/s). This 
follows by considering the highest power of z in the numerator and the lowest 
power of t in the denominator and applying the methods used in [l]. 
REMARK. 
that we have 
If f(z) = l/p - z, it follows from (l.l), (3.2), (3.3), and (4.3) 
k-l 
Ll(C f) - c %-l,j(% f) 
j-o 1 .,p’+‘/* 
s-l n-l 
=c 
h-0 
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Since A,(v, k), k > s, does not vanish and is bounded by a constant as 
n -+ co, it follows that in this case (1.2) does not hold when z = #+r/‘. This 
shows that (1.2) is best possible. 
5. 2PERIODIC LACUNARY INTERPOLATION 
We now extend the equiconvergence results to the case of Zperiodic 
lacunary interpolation where two different sequences of derivatives are pre 
scribed at odd and at even powers of a 2nth root of unity. 
Let O=m,,<m,<... ~m,~_.i and O<r&c... <G&-i be two se- 
quences of integers. We consider the problem of (0, m,, . . . , msl _ 1) interpola- 
tion at ti2k (k = 0,l 
W2k+1(k=0,1 
, . . . ,n - 1) and of (*a, G’zi, . . . ,fis,_ 1) interpolation at 
, . . . ,n - l), where o is a primitive 2nth root of unity. Thus the 
total number of conditions is (si + s,)n, and the interpolating polynomial is 
of degree ns - 1, where we set s = si + s2. Following [3], we require that 
m;<kn, k=O,l ,a.., s-l, (5.1) 
where 0 = rn; < rn; -C * . . < ml _ 1 is the set of ( mi)U{fii} arranged in increas- 
ing order. This ensures the existence and uniqueness of the interpolatory 
polynomial. 
In this case we need the determinant &f(v) of order s given by 
I 1 
. . . (v + (s - lh)%-1 
. . . (-l)“_‘(v+(s-l)?&” 
ea. ( -l)S-‘(v+(s-l)n)G~~_, 
1 
(v + n)m, 
(v + n)m,,-, 
(-l)(v+4?a0 
. . . 
. . . (v+(sil)n),, 
(5.2) 
It has been shown [3, p. 6721 that when (5.1) is satisfied, i’&(v) * 0. 
Let &_ i( z; f) be the polynomial of 2periodic lacunary interpolation 
described above, and let 
(5.3) 
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Further, let 
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n-l 
fi”s-l.j(z; f)= c %+(j+s-1)n ns-1 g lz; gv, j)* 
v-0 
(5.4) 
We shall prove 
THEOREM 1. For any fin A, and fm each positive integer I, 
I l-l lim L,(%f)- c fi”,_&f) =0 I (5.5) n-co j=o 
jbr lz I< p’ +(l’*), the conuergence being unifnm and geometric fbr all z with 
jzl G Z < # flz/‘). Moreouer the result (5.5) is best possible. 
ProoJ The proof follows the same lines as that of the conjecture in 
Section 4. As in Section 3, we shall find the kernel Z?(t, z) which is a 
polynomial in z of degree 12s - 1 and which satisfies the following conditions: 
= 
mj! 
(t - @2k)*l+l 
,j=O,l,..., ~~-1, k=O,l,..., n-l, 
(54 
8% 
-ah z, z_,ek+l aiPj 1 
?itj! 
= @ _ u2k+l)mj+l 
,j=O,I ,..., ~~-1, k=O,I ,..., n-l. 
We set ~(t,z)=C~~‘,~““~~(t) and let G,,,(D) and CA,,(D) denote 
differential operators given by 
Gj, An( D) = z 
p-0 
( 7) ( A~)~z”‘~-PD~~-P, 
(5.7) 
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As in Section 3, the following differential equations determine px( z): 
s-1 
C Gj,h”(D)~~(z)=Qmj(tlZ), j=O,l,***,~l-l, 
X=0 
s-1 
(5.8) 
where q,(t, z) is given by (2.4) and &(t, z) is defined by 
Observe that c&, satisfies the condition at odd powers of w, stated in (5.6). 
We note the analogue of the identity (2.5), viz. 
If A,,(v) denotes the cofactor of the (i, j) element in (5.2), we get from 
(5.8) an explicit form for p*(z). Thus we have 
n-l 
fJ*,<+ c ,n-,-l,g E * 
v=o j=O 
where 
ii,(v, j)= / ; AiA(V).(V+ jTt)i-1 
\i=l 
Sn \ 
+ C ‘i+sl, h(v)( - l)j(~+ jn)i-, [a(v)] -lG 
i=l i 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
Observe that for 0 d j< s - 1, j# X, the sum on the right in (5.12) vanishes, 
whereas for j= X, hx(v, A) = 1, in view of the definition of 4, j(v) as cofactors 
of A(v). Moreover, for j> s, the determinant in the numerator does not 
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vanish, in view of the method of proof used in [3, p. 6721. Hence we have 
This implies 
s-l 
l-l n-l c ~““~~(V, j) 
6sn-l,j(z~f)- C Bsn-l.j(z;f)~ C tn-‘wlzv,=~+l h=Ot(i )n - 
j=O v-0 
By us_‘ng the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 1 (cf. [4]), we can see 
that Ax( v, j) is bounded for fixed X, v, j as n 4 co. Proceeding as in Section 4, 
we thus obtain (5.5). 
If we take f(z) = l/(p - z) and argue as in the Remark at the end of 
Section 4, we see that (5.5) is best possible. ??
6. EXTENSIONS 
An extension to general mixed HermiteBirkhoff conditions is not 
straightforward, in view of the unavailability of existence and uniqueness 
theorems in the general case. However, the Hermite problem is always 
solvable, and the equiconvergence can be analyzed using our methods. 
For f E A, consider the Hermite interpolation polynomial h,,_ I( z; f) at 
3nth roots of unity according to the scheme 
(O,l,...,s,-1) at ti3k, k=O,l,..., n-l, 
(O,l,...,ss - 1) at ~~~+l, k=O,l,..., n-l, (6.1) 
(O,l,...,s,-1) at ti3k+2, k=O,l,..., n-l, 
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where u is a primitive root of w 3n = 1 and s = s1 + s2 + s3. Let /I,,_~(z; f) 
denote the Hermite interpolant to f satisfying (6.1). Let Hsn_ I( z; f) = 
C;E;luyzy, and set 
n-1 
H sn-1, jCz; f)= C av+(j+s-l)nhsn-l(z; gv, j)* 
v=o 
where g 
“ii 
is defined as at the beginning of Section 4. Then following the 
above an ysis we can prove 
THEOREM 2. For any fin A, and for each positive integer 1, 
l-l 
h,,-l(z;f)- C Hsn-l,j(Z;f) =O 1 (6.2) j=O 
for I4 < P 1YVs) where the convergence is unifm and geometric in Iz I< Z 
< p’+(‘/‘). More&m, the result (6.2) is best possible. 
We conjecture that whenever the mixed HermiteBirkhoff problem on 
(na)th roots of unity has a unique solution, an analogue of Theorem 1 is true. 
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